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At the molecular level many thermally activated reactions can be viewed as Poisson trains of events
whose instantaneous rates are defined by the reaction activation barrier height and an effective
collision frequency. When the barrier height depends on an external parameter, variation in this
parameter induces variation in the event rate. Extending our previous work, we offer a detailed
theoretical analysis of signal transduction properties of these reactions considering the external
parameter as an input signal and the train of resulting events as an output signal. The addition of
noise to the system input facilitates signal transduction in two ways. First, for a linear relationship
between the barrier height and the external parameter the output signal power grows exponentially
with the mean square fluctuation of the noise. Second, for noise of a sufficiently high bandwidth, its
addition increases output signal quality measured as the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!. The output
SNR reaches a maximum at optimal noise intensity defined by the reaction sensitivity to the external
parameter, reaction initial rate, and the noise bandwidth. We apply this theory to ion channels of
excitable biological membranes. Based on classical results of Hodgkin and Huxley we show that
open/closed transitions of voltage-gated ion channels can be treated as thermally activated reactions
whose activation barriers change linearly with applied transmembrane voltage. As an experimental
example we discuss our recent results obtained with polypeptide alamethicin incorporated into
planar lipid bilayers. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1054-1500~98!01303-2#
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‘‘Stochastic Resonance’’ „SR…, a phenomenon of noise-
facilitated signal transduction,1 has been previously re-
ported for a variety of macroscopicsystems, however, it is
now found experimentally and explained theoretically at
the microscopic level—the level of thermally activated
molecular reactions. We analyze a time-dependen
„‘‘doubly stochastic’’ 2

… Poisson process where the even
generation rate is an exponential function of an external
parameter. Recently we have shown3 that this process
exhibits SR representing nondynamical threshold-free
systems that are able to transfer small signals with a fi-
nite, signal-amplitude-independent transduction coeffi-
cient. Thus, we have found that SR is an inherent prop-
erty of a wide variety of systems described by genera
reaction rate models that range from voltage-gated ion
channels of biological membranes to p-n semiconducto
structures. Here we present a detailed analysis of the in-
fluence of a filtered ‘‘white’’ Gaussian noise on the signal
transduction in these systems, examining the output sig
nal amplitude and signal-to-noise ratio „SNR… as func-
tions of input noise parameters. Also, using the classica
results of Hodgkin and Huxley,4 we show that ion chan-
nel conformational dynamics can be formally regarded as
thermally activated reactions. Finally, we relate tradi-

a!Electronic mail: bezrukov@helix.nih.gov
5571054-1500/98/8(3)/557/10/$15.00
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tional parameters employed in the electrophysiology of
ion channels of excitable membranes to those used in th
general rate theory.5,6

I. INTRODUCTION

Previous theoretical and experimental studies of the r
of external~ambient! noise in electrical signal transductio
in biology have been mostly addressing rather complex
jects starting from neurons,7–11 neuronal ensembles,12,13 iso-
lated sciatic nerves of a toad,14,15 rat SA1 cutaneous
mechanoreceptors,16 mechanosensory transduction pathwa
in arthropods,17,18 and up to complicated systems of hum
sensory perception.19–22 For all these objects the addition o
noise to the system input increased output signal detecta
ity whenever noise characteristics were chosen in a pro
way dictated by the system properties.

It is widely recognized that voltage-gated ion chann
are critical elements of signal transduction at several lev
of biological complexity. In addition to the classical illustra
tions such as nerve action potential generation23 and synaptic
transmission,24 current research reveals examples of the
channel crucial role in small electrical signal detection. In
careful study of electroreceptive organs ofElasmobranch
fish calledampulaeof Lorenzini it was shown that the amp
ullary epithelium acts as a linear amplifier of small elect
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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fields.25 ‘‘ In vitro’’ measurements performed on a single is
lated organ demonstrated a reliable change in the spike fi
rate of the afferent nerve for holding potential differences
small as 331026 V. Due to the organ’s relative simplicity
this remarkable sensitivity was attributed to voltage-ga
ion channels of apical and basal membranes of the rece
cell.

Studies with alamethicin ion channels incorporated i
planar lipid membranes26,27showed that the addition of volt
age noise to the membrane holding potential facilitates sig
transduction in this system. Though significantly differe
from voltage-gated channels of biological membranes
their structure and by the mechanism of their voltage dep
dence, alamethicin channels are surprisingly close to sod
channels of nerve membrane by the main parameter cha
terizing channel sensitivity to transmembrane elec
field—the so-called ‘‘equivalent voltage sensitivity.’’ Thu
results obtained with the model peptide channel-form
alamethicin, suggest that the ambient noise utilization is p
sible already at the membrane level. In the present pape
show that the conformational transitions of voltage-ga
biological channels between their open and closed states
be viewed as a thermally activated reaction. We discuss
nal transduction properties of such reactions in the prese
of additive input noise.

II. SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION IN THERMALLY
ACTIVATED REACTIONS

The Van’t Hoff-Arrhenius law, empirically relating es
cape rater with the reaction activation energyEb ,

r 5n exp~2Eb /kT!, ~1!

where k and T have their regular meaning andn is a
temperature-independent coefficient, has been known
more than a century. It is a very universal relation that cov
a wide range of various phenomena in physics, chemis
and biology. The nature of this universality is we
understood—different models of the reaction-rate the
give a particle escape rate that is an exponential or ne
exponential function of the activation barrier height~for re-
views see Refs. 5,6!.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of a mechanism for generation of the tim
dependent Poisson process. Particles randomly distributed in space an
ergy attempt to overcome a barrier with the time-dependent height.
‘‘event’’ is generated every time a particle crosses the barrier. A decre
barrier height will correspond to a higher event rate. If particles are emi
with an exponential distribution in energy, the process is modulated in s
a way that the instantaneous rate is proportional to exp(2b V(t)).
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Reaction rates of many processes are controlled by a
vation barriers whose heights dependence on an externa
rameter, e.g., voltageV(t), is close to linear. In this case Eq
~1! can be written in the form

r ~V~ t !!5r ~0!exp~bV~ t !!, ~2!

where r (0) is the initial process rate andb is the reaction
sensitivity to the external parameter.

A mechanism for the Poisson process generated acc
ing to Eq. ~2! can be illustrated as shown in Figure 1.
stationary beam of particles emitted with an exponential d
tribution of kinetic energies encounters a barrier who
height depends on an external parameter. An output ev
e.g., a short electrical current pulse, is generated every tim
particle crosses the barrier. If barrier energy variation i
linear function of the external parameter and particles
spacially uncorrelated, the output process is a tim
dependent Poisson train of pulses with the instant rate c
trolled by the external parameter that we regard as a sys
input. It is clear that for small input signals, that is for sm
variations in the external parameter, the relation between
input signal and the output pulse rate is linear. Thus,
system is a linear transducer of small signals with a fin
signal-amplitude-independent coefficient.

Figure 2 shows a computer-simulated output Pois
process~lower trace! whose rate is modulated by a sine-wa
input signal~upper trace!. The output is a train of uniform
randomly generated pulses with information about the in
signal encoded in statistical properties of pulse arrival tim
Pulse density correlates with the signal and is clearly hig
for its positive half-waves than it is for the negative one
The output signal component can be recovered by m
methods, the most common being optimal filtering.28

The time-dependent Poisson process described ab
can be viewed as random sampling of the signal-modula
barrier height by the oncoming particles~Figure 1!. It is clear
that the signal transduction quality can be improved by

-
en-
n
ed
d
hFIG. 2. Example of a time-dependent Poisson train of identical short pu
~lower trace! in the presence of a periodic modulation. A slow~0.05 Hz!
sine-wave signal changes the barrier height with the dimensionless am
tude of 0.5. In this simulation the initial undisturbed rate, that is, the r
corresponding toV(t)50, is chosen to be equal to one pulse per seco
Rate modulation of the output is seen as the dilution of pulse density du
negative half-waves and the concentration of pulse density during pos
half-waves.
cense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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creasing statistics. The signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! at the sys-
tem output has to increase with the initial rate,r (0), increas-
ing. Indeed, general considerations show that the ou
signal amplitude is proportional tor (0), while noise ampli-
tude grows only as a square root from the number of eve
and, for that reason, is proportional toAr (0). This point is
illustrated by Figure 3, which compares two output sign
with the 25-fold differing statistics. A dramatic increase
signal transduction quality is readily seen in the lower tra
corresponding to higherr (0).

The relation between the Poisson process rate and
input signal given by Eq.~2! is superlinear. It means that
random zero-mean voltage applied to the system input
increase the average process rate. If noise is added to a
nal, this noise-induced increase in statistics could incre
signal transduction quality the way it is illustrated by Figu
3. However, the complication is that the added noise will
transduced to the system output by the same mechanis
the signal. Besides, for the noise with dimensionless am
tudes comparable to or larger than one, additional noise c
ponents will be generated by frequency mixing due to
system nonlinearity.

Noise-induced increase in statistics improving outp
signal and contamination of the output by noise act in op
site directions and, at least partially, compensate each o
Clearly, interaction of noise with a thermally activated rea
tion modifies signal transfer, but can noise addition pla
constructive role? Here, following our recent work3,27 we
present a detailed analysis of this problem.

FIG. 3. Increased statistics help signal detection. A filtered pulse outpu
Figure 2 shows the sine-wave signal contaminated by noise stemming
the randomness of pulse arrival times~middle trace!. Similarly a generated
pulse train with a 25-fold higher statistics~bottom trace—initial rate of 25
pulses per second! reveals a higher quality signal. In nonlinear system
represented by Eq.~2!, statistics, and, therefore, output signal quality, can
increased by the addition of noise to the system input.
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A. Signal and noise transfer—Adiabatic approximation

We limit ourselves to the adiabatic small-signal regim
by assuming that the input voltage is a sum of a slow ze
mean Gaussian noiseVN(t) and a slow small-amplitude sine
wave signal,

V~ t !5VN~ t !1VS sin~2p f St !, ~3!

whereVS!1/ubu. The noise corner frequency,f c , defining
noise bandwidth, and the signal frequency,f S , are assumed
to be much smaller than all other characteristic frequenc
in the system including the inverse pulse duration. In t
case signal transduction properties can be described by
low-frequency part of the process power spectrum in the
cinity of f S . A particular pulse shape is not important as
introduces a spectral ‘‘form-factor’’ that deviates from 1
only at high frequencies comparable or higher than the
verse pulse duration. At low frequencies the power spec
density of time-independent Poisson process with rater is
‘‘white’’ and equals29

Si~ f !52rQ2, ~4!

where Q is an area under a single pulse. If output puls
represent electric current, thenQ equals the total charge
transferred through the circuit during a single pulse.

If the process rate is changing according to Eqs.~2! and
~3!, the low-frequency spectrum contains additional comp
nents reflecting the rate time behavior. Applied voltage w
modulate pulse density in time introducing correlations
the pulse arrival times. The low-frequency power spec
density of such a doubly-stochastic Poisson process2 can be
written as

Si~ f !52 Q2^r ~V~ t !!& 1 4 ~Q r~0!!2

3E
0

`

^exp~bV~ t !! exp~bV~ t1t!!& cos~2p f t! dt.

~5!

The first term in the right-hand side of Eq.~5! stands for the
component expected from a time-independent Poisson
cess@Eq. ~4!# with a steady ratêr (V(t))& increased in com-
parison to the initial rater (0) by applied noise because o
system nonlinearity@Eq. ~2!#. For Gaussian noise of r.m.s
amplitudes and small signal,VS!s, this average is

^r ~V~ t !!&5r ~0!exp~~bs!2/2!. ~6!

The second term in the right-hand side of Eq.~5! de-
scribes additional low-frequency spectral contributions fro
input signal and noise. Input noise not only increases
average process rate@Eq. ~6!#, but, together with the signal, i
is also transduced to the system output by the mechan
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. To calculate these contri
tions, we introduce a random vectorX[bV(t), Y[bV(t) in
order to be able to use Rice relations29 for two-dimensional
normal distributions. As a result, for the correlator under
integration sign in Eq.~5! we have

^exp~bV~ t !!exp~bV~ t1t!!&5exp~~bs!2~11r~t!!!,
~7!

of
m
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wherer(t) is the normalized autocorrelation function of th
system input,V(t), Eq. ~3!. In the current treatment we re
strict ourselves to the input noise with a Lorentzian pow
spectrum,

SN~ f !5SN~0!/~11~ f / f c!
2!5~2s2/p f c!/~11~ f / f c!

2!,
~8!

whereSN(0) is the low-frequency power spectral density
the input noise andf c is the corner frequency limiting nois
bandwidth and defined through the single-pole filter rel
ation timetF as f c51/2ptF . In this case the autocorrelatio
function is

r~t!5exp~2t/tF!1~VS
2/2s2!cos~2p f St!, ~9!

and Eq.~5! becomes

Si~ f !52Q2r ~0!expS ~bs!2

2 D
1

2~Qr~0!bs!2

p f c
exp~~bs!2!(

1

`
~bs!2n22

n!n

1
~Qr~0! bVS!2

2
exp~~bs!2!d~ f 2 f S!. ~10!

The two first terms in the right-hand side of this expre
sion describe a frequency-independent noise backgroun
the system output. The first one accounts for the noise
pected from a time-independent Poisson process with
pulse generation rate increased by a factor exp((bs)2/2) in
comparison to the initial rater (0). This increase can be
viewed as the input noise ‘‘rectification’’ by the system no
linearity. The second term represents the input noise tra
ferred to the system output. It describes not only sm
amplitude transduction~the cases→0 would correspond to
the sum in the second term converging to 1.0!, but also the
effects of frequency mixing for different spectral noise co
ponents. The last term shows the output signal. The add
of input noise increases signal~power! transduction coeffi-
cient by a factor exp((bs)2).

B. Output SNR and its dependence on noise
parameters

The intensity of the output signal component obtain
experimentally depends on the frequency resolution of
measuring device. This intensity is given by the prefactor
the delta-function in the last term of Eq.~10! divided by the
device frequency resolutionD f A . We calculate output
signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, dividing this signal term by t
sum of the first two:

SNR5

~bVS!2r ~0!

2D f A
expS ~bs!2

2 D
21

2r ~0!

p f c
expS ~bs!2

2 D(
1

`
~bs!2n

n!n

. ~11!

It is seen that output SNR increases with the input sig
amplitude and with an improvement of the measuring dev
spectral resolution~smallerD f A). Also, in the absence of an
input noise (s50, and the second term of the denomina
ownloaded 09 Mar 2004 to 129.171.128.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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vanishes because of the sum that equals zero!, the SNR is
proportional to the process rater (0). These features of signa
transduction are trivial; they could be expected from rat
general considerations. What is not so obvious is the S
dependence on the input noise parameters. The additio
noise modifies the simple dependence of output SNR on
process rate so that the relation SNR}r (0) is no longer true.

The three-dimensional~3-D! plot in Figure 4 shows out-
put SNR as a function of input noise reduced intensity,bs,
and its bandwidth,f c . For convenience, the SNR calculate
according to Eq.~11! is presented here~and in Figures 5–7!
as a ratio to its value ats50. The initial rate is taken equa
to p/2. It is seen that the input noise with the properly ch
sen parameters can significantly increase output signal q
ity. There is an optimal combination of noise intensity a
bandwidth; higher corner frequencies correspond to hig
intensities.

This point is made clear by Figure 5 that shows outp
SNR in a semi-logarithmic scale as a function of the inp
noise intensity at different noise corner frequencies@or
p f c/2r (0) ratios#. The data show that for the noise with
Lorentzian spectrum~single-pole passive filtering! an im-
provement in signal transduction quality is achieved only
p f c/2r (0).1. Otherwise, noise addition only deteriorat
the output signal.

For the input noise with a sharp spectral cut-off, t
corresponding condition differs by a 2/p factor. Indeed, in
this case the low-frequency spectral density of the in
noise iss2/ f c . Considering only small noise amplitudes
order to discriminate between positive and negative no
influence~see Figure 5! we can substitute the second term
the right hand side of Eq.~10! with H2s2/ f c whereH is the
small-signal transduction coefficient~dimensionality A/V!,

H25~Qr~V0!b!2 exp ~~bs!2!. ~12!

FIG. 4. Output signal quality, SNR, as a function of the input noise para
eters: dimensionless intensity,bs, and corner frequencyf c . It is seen that
at sufficiently high corner frequencies~in comparison to the initial rate of
the process, see the text! and proper noise intensities a significant improv
ment in the output signal quality is achieved. For the range of variables u
here @1,p f c/2r (0),105 and 0,bs,4] the maximum SNR improve-
ment reaches 61.4 times atp f c/2r (0)5105 andbs53.0.
cense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Analysis of the resulting expression for the SNR gives
following condition for the stochastic resonance ons
f c /r (0).1. For the constructive role of noise in signal tran
duction its bandwidth should be high enough. Input no
corner frequency should exceed the initial process rate.
higher their ratio, the greater is SNR improvement.

Figure 6 shows output SNR as a function of input no
corner frequency,f c . It is seen that any amount of nois
increases output SNR iff c is high enough. At a fixed noise
intensity, the SNR saturates withf c to a s -dependent value
always exceeding 1.0.

FIG. 5. Output SNR as a function of the input noise intensity at differ
p f c/2r (0) ratios. The addition of noise to the system input can either
crease or decrease the output signal quality, depending on the ratio o
noise corner frequency,f c , to the initial process rate,r (0). Forsufficiently
high corner frequencies small intensity input noise always increases o
SNR. Optimal noise intensity corresponding to the maximal output sig
improvement grows with thef c /r (0) ratio.

FIG. 6. Output SNR as a function of the noise corner frequency,f c , at
different input noise intensities,bs. Input noise with sufficiently high cor-
ner frequencies always increases the output signal quality, but the effe
noise addition saturates with increasingf c . The higher is noise intensity, the
more pronounced is signal improvement atf c→`.
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The optimal input noise intensity and correspondi
maximal output SNR are plotted in Figure 7. For simplicit
the initial rate is again taken equal top/2. Analysis of Eq.
~11! demonstrates that atf c /r (0) ratios smaller than 105,
the optimal noise intensity can be estimated as

sopt>
1

b
Aln

p f c

2r ~0!
. ~13!

The corresponding approximate relation for the maximal o
put SNR is

SNRmax>A3 p f c

2r ~0!
. ~14!

For noise with a sharp spectral cut-off thep/2 factor should
be omitted. Dotted lines alongbsopt and SNRmax curves
represent (lnfc)

0.46 and f c
0.36 plots, correspondingly.

C. Relationship between input and output SNR

To conclude our discussion of noise-facilitated sign
transduction in thermally activated reactions we consider
input/output SNR issue. As we have shown above, a no
addition to the system input increases output signal and
noise characteristics are properly adjusted~Figure 4!, im-
proves output signal quality in terms of SNR. Input noi
most certainly plays a constructive role. A separate wid
discussed question30–33 is the relationship between the inpu
and output SNR of a stochastic resonator.

Our model permits a straightforward calculation of t
output SNR vs the input SNR ratio. The input SNR for
ideal input signal, that is for a pure sine-wave, is the ratio
the spectral component of the input signal,VS

2/2D f A , to the
low-frequency spectrum of the added input noise,SN(0),
that is given by Eq.~8!. Then, the output SNR vs the inpu
SNR ratio for an ideal signal,x IS , can be calculated as

t
-
the

ut
l

of

FIG. 7. Maximal output SNR~vertical axis on the right! and corresponding
optimal noise intensity~vertical axis on the left! as functions of noise corne
frequency, f c . Significant SNR improvement requires highf c /r (0)
ratios—the quality of signal transduction grows infinitely as the input no
becomes less and less correlated (f c→`). Dotted lines represent empirica
relations useful for maximal SNR and optimalbs estimations~see the text!.
cense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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x IS5

~bs!2 expS ~bs!2

2 D
p f c

r ~0!
1expS ~bs!2

2 D (
1

`
~bs!2n

n!n

. ~15!

This ratio is shown as a 3-D plot in Figure 8 as a function
bs and f c values. The initial rater (0) is taken equal to 1. It
is seen that the output SNR never exceeds the input SNR
approaches its value only for small noise amplitudes w
corner frequency is low,f c→0. A comparison of Figures 4
and 8 shows that the ranges of parameters that are op
for stochastic resonance observation and conservation o
put SNR do not overlap. Indeed, significant output SNR i
provement is reached for large corner frequencies~Figure 4!,
while conservation of the input SNR requires the oppos
condition ~Figure 8!.

It is easy to show that this contradiction is apparent a
is completely related to the choice of ideal signal that
devoid of any practical interest. In the case of a sine-w
initially contaminated by the narrow-band noise with t
power spectral density at the signal frequencyNS , the input
SNR is

SNRinput5
VS

2/2D f A

2s2/p f c1NS
. ~16!

The output SNR vs the input SNR ratio for a noisy inp
signal,xNS, can be written in the form

xNS5

S 2~bs!2

p f c
1b2NSD

2

r ~0!
exp S 2

~bs!2

2 D1b2NS1
2

p f c
(

1

`
~bs!2n

n!n

.

~17!

This function is illustrated in Figure 9 as a 3-D plot vsbs
and f c values. For simplicity, signal-contaminating noi
spectral density is chosen to obeyb2NS51, andr (0)51. It
is seen that independently of signal amplitude, input sig
quality is nearly conserved~that is, xNS is close to one! if
added noise corner frequencies are high enough and it

FIG. 8. The output SNR/ input SNR ratio for an ideal~noise-free! input
signal as a function of the input noise parameters: dimensionless inten
bs, and corner frequencyf c . It is seen that in the whole range of variable
used@1,p f c/2r (0),105 and 0,bs,4] the ratio stays well below 1.0
The maximum value of 0.41 is achieved at a noise intensity equal to 1
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tensity is properly adjusted. Importantly, the range of op
mal parameters coincides now with that for stochastic re
nance~Figure 4!.

III. VOLTAGE-GATED ION CHANNELS AS
THERMALLY ACTIVATED MOLECULAR REACTIONS

In electrophysiology, nonlinear properties of voltag
gated ion channels are usually characterized by the so-ca
‘‘gating charge.’’23 Gating charge describes the sensitivity
conformational dynamics of the channel open/closed tra
tions to trans-membrane electric fields. In the simplest tw
state case, a channel fluctuates between its open and c
conformations with probabilitiesPO and PC , correspond-
ingly. We assume that the conformational transition betwe
these two states movesn electron charges from one mem
brane surface to the other. If sensitivity of channel conf
mational dynamics to an electric field can be entirely attr
uted to the movement of these charges, conformatio
balance is described by the following relation widely used
the physiology of excitable cells:4,23

PO

PO1PC
5PO5

1

11exp~~w2neV!/kT!
. ~18!

Here, w is conformation energy increase in the chann
closed-to-open transition. Equation~18! is the well-known
Boltzmann equation applied to conformational statistics
highlights the equilibrium nature of ion channel transitio
between different states.

If the probability to find the channel in the open state
small, that isPO!1, Eq. ~18! becomes

PO>expS 2w

kT DexpS neV

kT D . ~19!

ty,

.

FIG. 9. The output SNR/ input SNR ratio for a real~noisy! input signal as
a function of the input noise parameters. It is seen that in the practic
interesting case of a signal with a finite noise background, the ratio
proaches unity in the same range of the input noise parameters where
nificant improvement in the output SNR is obtained~compare to Figure 4!.
The addition of noise with the properly chosen parameters to the sys
input increases system performance virtually conserving SNR of the in
signal.
cense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Another parameter widely used in the ion channel desc
tion is a mean life-time of the open state,tO . For PO!1,
this parameter is related to total rate of a single chan
opening,r S(V), as r S(V)tO5PO . Using this relation and
consideringN independent channels in parallel, for the ge
eration rate of transmembrane current pulses we have

r ~V!>
N

tO
expS 2w

kT DexpS neV

kT D . ~20!

For sufficiently small open state probabilities, the correlat
between moments of successive openings of the same c
nel are negligible. Then, the resulting train of current pul
will represent a time-dependent Poisson wave with the g
eration rate obeying Eq.~2! where

r ~0!5
N

tO
expS 2w

kT D ~21!

and

b5
ne

kT
. ~22!

Thus, conformational dynamics of voltage-gated ion ch
nels of biological membranes can be viewed as therm
activated reactions controlled by voltage-dependent act
tion barrier~Figure 1! with parameters described by Eqs.~2!,
~21!, and~22!.

Gating charge is usually determined in experiments w
depolarizing voltage steps.4 It is calculated from the depen
dence of the number of simultaneously open channels on
applied transmembrane potential. The so-called ‘‘limiti
equivalent sensitivities’’ are voltage differences correspo
ing to ane-fold increase in the open channel population th
are measured in the steepest region of this dependence
cording to Eq.~19!, limiting equivalent sensitivity of 3.9 mV
for the sodium and 4.8 mV for the potassium channel rec
culates to about 6 and 4.5 electron charges linked to gati4

The mechanism of voltage gating is not fully unde
stood. Because of this, the gating charge introduced thro
Eqs. ~18! and ~19! is mostly a convenient empirical param
eter. The actual number of elementary charges respondin
the external field is probably much larger. Indeed, if the c
formational transition between open and closed states m
the charges only half-way through the membrane, their nu
ber has to be doubled to account for the same sensitiv
Nevertheless, usefulness of the gating charge concept
beyond empirical convenience; it introduces a simple ph
cal picture for a complex biological phenomenon.

Conformational dynamics of voltage-gated ion chann
are studied by many different approaches; most informa
ones designed to observe currents through a single cha
With patch-clamp techniques34 a small patch of a cell mem
brane is isolated by using special micropipettes. In ion ch
nel reconstitution techniques,35 ion channel forming proteins
are first purified and then reinserted into artificial planar lip
membranes. Both approaches allow recording of ionic c
rent from a single ion channel—a single protein molec
ownloaded 09 Mar 2004 to 129.171.128.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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embedded in a lipid bilayer—with time-resolved curre
‘‘steps’’ of the channel transitions between different condu
tive states.

General physical mechanisms underlying voltage se
tivity of ion channels can also be studied with mod
polypeptides. One of the most widely used is alamethicin
20-amino acid peptide of relatively rigid, rod-lik
structure.36–38 In lipid bilayers it forms ion channels whos
conformational equilibrium is voltage-dependent with t
equivalent voltage sensitivity that is close to that of sodiu
channels of excitable membranes.39 There are several hy
potheses for the voltage sensitivity of alamethicin-induc
conductance~see a review38!. Most of them rely on the in-
teractions between a transmembrane electric field and a
Debye dipole moment of the alamethicin molecule.

A possible mechanism is illustrated in Figure 10. T
interaction of the electric field with the peptide dipole m
ment increases the number of peptide molecules with a tr
membrane orientation. The trans-oriented molecules then
gregate into conducting clusters of different sizes. T
equilibrium between populations of molecules bound to
membrane surface and molecules in the transmembrane
entation is voltage-dependent; the equilibrium betwe
monomers and aggregates is not. The average numbe
simultaneously open channels grows exponentially with v
age increasinge-times every 4.160.6 mV ~for membranes
made of diphytanoyl phosphatidylcholine27! over a signifi-
cant range of field strengths. The equivalent gating charg
5 to 7 electron charges. The absence of saturation, in
preted within a framework of the model shown in Figure 1
means that surface-bound population dominates at all v
ages. Formal interpretation through Eq.~18! leads to a con-

FIG. 10. An illustration of a possible mechanism of alamethicin chan
voltage sensitivity. The electric field applied to the membrane interacts w
polypeptide molecules via their dipole moment. Equilibrium between po
lations of alamethicin molecules adsorbed to the membrane surface
traversing the membrane is voltage-dependent. Stronger fields increas
number of trans-membrane oriented molecules. Trans-oriented mole
aggregate into ion-conducting clusters that are seen as ‘‘bursts’’ in ion
rent through the membrane~Figure 11!.
cense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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clusion that conformational energyw is high, of the order of
10 kT or more.

Alamethicin channels are seen as spontaneous ‘‘bur
of the membrane ion current. Two representative curr
traces with the time resolution differing by a factor of 50 a
shown in Figure 11. Trace A demonstrates randomly arriv
current pulses with varying amplitude. Higher resolution
cording ~B! explains this variability by displaying multiple
substates within a single current burst that correspond
alamethicin clusters of different size. A channel is therma
activated into its lowest conductive substate, undergoes
eral random transitions between different adjacent substa
and, eventually, is deactivated. While the probability for
channel to open is highly voltage-dependent, its average
chastic behavior in the open state is rather volta
insensitive.

A small sine-wave signal added to the membrane ho
ing potential of 140 mV introduces periodicity in the chann
generation rate. Hardly perceptible by eye, this periodicity
easily detected by spectral analysis. The amplitude of
signal spectral component of the alamethicin current pu
significantly exceeds the amplitude expected from a pas
linear circuit of the same conductance.27 Their ratio ~in
power spectral density units! was shown to obey the follow
ing relation:

a25~11neV0 /kT!2, ~23!

whereV0 is the holding potential supporting a particular a
erage number of open ion channels. This relation can
derived from our theoretical analysis of signal transduct
in thermally activated reactions. Indeed, the output signa
a passive linear circuit representing ion channels with th
voltage sensitivity switched off (n50) can be written as a
product of signal voltage by the average channel-indu
conductance,r (V0)htO , whereh is conductance of a singl

FIG. 11. Single alamethicin ion channels are seen as spontaneous bu
transmembrane current. A higher resolution recording~B! shows the fine
structure of a single burst, explaining pulse height variability in a low
resolution recording~A!. Holding potential of1140 mV ~positive from the
side of polypeptide addition! and a 2.5 mV~r.m.s.! sine-wave signal of 0.5
Hz frequency are applied to the membrane bathed by 1 M NaCl aqueous
solution. Output signal is filtered by a low-pass Bessel filter with 150 Hz~A!
or 5,000 Hz~B! corner frequencies.
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channel. From the other hand, the output signal of a para
array of voltage-sensitive channels equals a product of sig
voltage by the sumr (V0)htO1H, whereH is defined by Eq.
~12!. Taking into account thatQ in Eq. ~12! stands for the
total average charge carried through the channel cur
pulse, that isQ5V0htO , and considering the case of ze
input noise,s50, we arrive at Eq.~23!.

We have studied alamethicin channels from the point
view of electrical signal transduction in the presence of
ternal input noise.27 Output signal amplitude and output SN
were measured as functions of input noise intensity. The
sults shown in Figure 12 demonstrate a pronounced no
induced increase in the output signal~diamonds!. Output
SNR ~circles! exhibits a small but statistically significan
maximum of around 10 mV~r.m.s.! noise. Two signal fre-
quencies~0.2 Hz,open symbols, and 0.5 Hz,filled symbols!,
both smaller than the voltage-sensitivity cut-off frequency
2 Hz, were used.

Theoretical analysis of signal transduction in therma
activated reactions presented in the previous section all
us to calculate optimal noise intensity and corresponding
provement in the output signal quality. Using Eqs.~13! and
~14! with b defined by Eq. ~22! and the following
parameters27—initial channel generation rate, r (0)
50.3 s21; input noise corner frequency,f c52 Hz, channel
gating charge,ne55 – 7 electron charges—we obtainsopt

'6–8 mV and SNRmax'3–4 dB. These values are in su
prisingly good agreement with the experimental results p
ted in Figure 12. Indeed, the theory formulation includ
several assumptions that hardly hold in our experiment. F
identical pulses that do not show any spread in amplitude
durations were considered. Second, the theory was for
lated for small signalsVS!kT and VS!s. Third, possible

s in

r

FIG. 12. The addition of noise to the transmembrane voltage incre
output signal power~diamonds! and, at optimal noise intensity, output SN
~circles!.27 Sine-wave signals of constant amplitude~5 mV r.m.s.! and fre-
quencies~0.2 Hz, filled symbols; 0.5 Hz, open symbols! were mixed with
different amounts of noise and added to a holding potential of1130 mV.
The inset shows statistics of SNR measurements.
cense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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correlations between different pulses were altoget
neglected.40

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The agreement between theoretical predictions and
periment demonstrates that out treatment of signal transfe
thermally activated reactions is an adequate description
external noise interaction with voltage-gated ion channels
provides an understanding of physical mechanisms invol
in noise-facilitated signal transduction at the molecular le
and offers a quantitative tool for its analysis.

We show that stochastic resonance is an inherent fea
of a time-dependent Poisson process with the rate tha
exponentially sensitive to an external parameter. We
scribe the following features of signal transfer:

• Threshold-free response — the transfer of small sign
with a transduction coefficient that is independent of
signal amplitude;

• noise-facilitated signal transduction — an increase in
output signal amplitude by the noise addition to the syst
input;

• noise-induced improvement of the output signal quality
an increase in the output signal SNR by input noise wit
properly chosen parameters.

We also show that for realistic signals, that is for sign
with a finite initial SNR, the addition of noise to the syste
input can improve system performance essentially cons
ing SNR of the input signal.
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